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Interaction
Since October 2019 the world countdown begins to suffer 

from one of the invisible enemy which spread out drastically from 
one country to another country one region to another region of 
planet earth from its “Origin China” and innocent people unable 
to understand what happened with them or anyone front of him/
her. Within a minute person die with respiratory arrest attack to 
stop breathing system of lung and human body unable to survive 
and death on the stop in china. Even Doctors fails initially to 
identify the disease and what suddenly occurred in their country 
and as they examined and reached to concluding decision several 
innocent citizens got infected and dies. The new kind of virus 
detected which traced first time and completely unnamed which 
is the kind of higher pneumonia and direct attack and block to 
respiratory of infected person cause to big problem in breathing 
and death. The root cause of this new kind of virus very first claimed 
as spread from BAT and people using Bat soups in China, because 
first infected patient detected in meat market of Wuhan City of 
China. Hence people named it as “China-Virus” or “Wuhan-Virus”. 
The major reason of this virus “Outbreak” claimed by biologist, 
microbiologist and expert people consuming reptiles insists and 
bats as food. Initially the China Government hide this reality from 
world and may be or may not be informed about it to World 
Health Organization (WHO) and in few time up to November 2019 
this Virus Outbreak rapidly in Wuhan and spread out in China with 
“No Vaccine” of it and became one the biggest “Pandemic” in 
China and outbreak in complete world. Now the WHO involved till 
date but refused the name given by citizens and protect to China 
very diplomatically I don’t know why. The name given to this Virus 
as “Novel Corona Virus” and to disease “Corona Virus Disease 
2019 (COVID-19)”. From the point of Corona Breakout to till date 
China refused to accept it Pandemic and Government mentioned 
in their speeches to innocent citizens of China its Epidemic so 
why so many death not only in China but also across the World, 
why vaccines not available till date, why only safety measures, 
prevention, social-distancing, semi-lockdown and lockdown 
are the solution at present though its identified and examined 
completely up to the end of November 2019, why, why, why???!. 
And the big question what WHO doing in this regard. These make 
COVID-19 outbreak “Serious and Suspicions” issue. Hence I would 
like to put some my own point please pay your attention and take 
it in your account for further suggestions, 

i. They claimed Corona spread out because of 
consumption bat, reptiles and others insects as food 
and soups but this became like “Ritual of China” and 
Chinese citizens consuming all these since very long 
time so Corona only occurred in 2019.

ii. Why COVID-19 generally affect teenagers and old-
agers citizens widely with less effect and chances 
of recovery to “Youngers” who sustain and drive 
“Economy of China” with great contribution to China 
GDP.

iii. Humankind can live without of water three days long, 
without food up to seven days long but “ Without 
Oxygen” only few second to minute only and this 
smart virus only to have nature to attack and block 
respiratory and lungs function, hence chances of 
manipulated/synthetic/artificial biology virus to kill 
humanity also called “Biological Weapon”. 

iv. Why WHO hide reality and protecting China from 
blame of COVID-19.

Figure 1: The first from the book entitled “The Eyes of Darkness” 
by Author Dean Koontz as please read full pages 181-188 of the 
book.
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v. Corona Virus vey first detected and infected people 
of Wuhan city and “China has its Biggest Synthetic 
and Microbiology Research laboratory in Wuhan” 
which ability to produce Hazardous virus as Biological 
Weapons so it’s that only coincident or something 
else. And I am not the first even several people wrote 
about it before to me and also mentioned by two 
popular authors in their bestselling book as I quoted 
below. 

vi. Hence these two major references pointing towards 
the present “Global Pandemic COVID-19” exactly in 
year 2020. The biggest question raised here how they 
know in too advanced all these futures happens might 
be they were knew from some intelligent sources, 
some confidential reporters or some confidential 
data leak by any means.

vii. Hence there is 80% possibility Corona Virus COVID-19 
is mentioned Wuhan-400 and hided by China with 

Figure 2: Now I would like to mention second reference it’s more 
shocking from above one from the Book “End of Days” by Sylvia 
Browne Page number 191.

positive support of WHO means its Artificial man-
made virus to use as Biological Weapon whereas 
20% chances of Natural Virus and the main benefit 
of Corona Breakout to China, first they control their 
population to decrease import of goods and services 
with increasing export to strength their Economy and 
the second they spread out Corona virus worldwide 
intentionally and just trying to be innocent (Govt. 
of China not Citizens) and they might be already 
developed the vaccine of COVID-19 which they will sell 
to other country on high price value with destroying 
their economy with lockdown and deaths and build 
up their economy and GDP with selling vaccines to 
become Super power. Whereas innocent citizens of 
China itself unaware regarding this plan.

viii. If World Health Organization (WHO) and China stated 
Corona Virus might be due to “Climate Change” issues, 
so why only in year 2020 climate start to change since 
1999 and drastically with high “Global Warming” 
since 2003. Hence seems to be foolish and childish 
excuses front of innocent human civilization.

ix. One possibility also (I Hypnotized only) this virus 
came from cosmic by any direct or indirect means.

x. My next point is why China showing in all newspapers 
and channels fake facts and figures COVID-19 infected 
patients with recovered and death ration might be to 
mislead world in collaboration of WHO and to hide 
their biggest crime with mask of innocence.  

Thus here I discussed all those points which seem to be 
specious and need strong analysis for fact finding to unmask 
criminal higher authorities involved in it against of humanity and 
harm to human civilization badly. In last I just pray and pray for all 
of us including innocent civics of China. If it’s natural I urge to all 
please save planet earth ecosystem, equilibrium, forest, animals, 
soils, oceans, rivers and wild life. Soon mankind overcome from 
this situation and pray to Allah for proper vaccine develop soon 
to save human and humanity and also human race must need 
to learn lesson to save planet earth from all direct and indirect 
technological and experimental harms.
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